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ABSTRACT
This article presents doctoral research examining the intersection of creative arts and sustainable development, focusing on interactive animation in the digital sustainable ecology. The research problem addressed is the sustainability of cultural creativity within the realm of digital media ecology, expanding the traditional understanding of ecological sustainability. The study objective aims to investigate the interplay between interactive animation, sustainable development, and digital cultural communication, exploring potential approaches for designing sustainability within interactive animation. The methodology involves drawing upon media ecology theory, conducting content analysis, and performing a comprehensive literature review and case study analysis. Findings indicate that interactive animation expresses frontage scientific concepts through artistic language, promoting cultural reflection and humanistic communication in the digital ecological environment. Interactive animation facilitates the collection of objective behavioural data, integrating scientific concepts into creative design and iterative research for sustainability. The research highlights the significance of creative arts in addressing challenges and opportunities associated with sustainable technology advancement. Exploring the intersection of creative arts and sustainable development via interactive animation, the study deepens participants' understanding of the art form which engages them in the realms of art and science. Implications include fostering cultural spectacle, promoting humanistic meditation, and integrating scientific concepts into creative design, ultimately contributing to sustainability in the digital ecological environment. Contributions involve providing insights into the potential of interactive animation as an academic research tool, expanding ecological sustainability understanding, and emphasizing the role of creative arts in advancing sustainable technology.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The article introduces the intersection of creative arts and sustainable development, specifically focusing on interactive animation in the digital sustainable ecology. It emphasizes the importance of understanding the sustainability of cultural creativity in the digital media ecology and expands the traditional notion of ecological sustainability. The research objective is to explore the interplay between interactive animation, sustainable development, and digital cultural communication, aiming to identify approaches for designing sustainability in interactive animation. To achieve this objective, the
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researchers employ media ecology theory, content analysis, literature review, and case study analysis. The findings suggest that interactive animation facilitates cultural reflection, humanistic communication, and the integration of scientific concepts into creative design for sustainability. The research highlights the significance of creative arts in addressing challenges and opportunities in sustainable technology advancement. The implications include fostering cultural spectacle, promoting humanistic meditation, and integrating scientific concepts into creative design to contribute to sustainability in the digital ecological environment. The research seeks to deepen the understanding of interactive animation as an art form and engage them in the intersection of art and science through a sustainable perspective.

1.1 Background and Significance

Feuerbach (1854, p. xi) highlighted the contemporary preference for appearances over essence and copies over originals. United Nations adopted the framework of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in September 2015, the international development agenda mentions culture for the first time (Hosagrahar, 2017, p. 12). In the context of an Internet Plus era, by exploring illusionary reality, intelligent ecosystems, interactive spectacle, and intercultural integration, the research aims to comprehend how media tech can generate cultural spectacles rooted in sustainable media tech. This aligns with the research direction of artistic and creative technology, which bridges scientific and humanistic knowledge from the two cultures (Snow & Collini, 2012, p. 60). The research seeks to explore the potential of media tech in fostering cultural integration through creative crossover. By exploring the intersection of creative arts and sustainable development in interactive animation, the study enhances participants' understanding of this art form and engages them in the realms of art and science. The implications of the research include promoting cultural spectacle, encouraging humanistic meditation, and integrating scientific concepts into creative design to contribute to sustainability within the digital ecological environment. The study also focuses on clarifying the potential of interactive animation as an academic research tool, expands understanding of ecological sustainability, and emphasizes the role of creative arts in advancing sustainable technology.

1.2 Research Problem and Objectives

This study addresses the sustainability of cultural creativity in the digital media ecology, expanding the understanding of ecological sustainability. Due to the gap between scientific and humanistic cultures, it is difficult to explore the intersection of the creative arts in cultural sustainability from the perspective of media ecology through interactive animation. The objective is to examine the interplay between interactive animation, sustainable development, and digital cultural communication, identifying approaches to incorporate sustainability into interactive animation design. The research explores the challenges of interactive animation, including its definition, creation process, and cultural values. Employing a research-creation methodology, the study analyses interactive animation from qualitative and quantitative perspectives to generate novel insights. It also investigates the impact of technological trends and constraints on creative production, examining their influence on the artistic process. Additionally, the research explores the role of cultural interpretation in artistic development, bridging the gap between art and science by analysing how cultural interpretations shape interactive animation creation and advance artistic creativity. The main objective is to explore the dynamic relationship between interactive animation, sustainable development, and digital cultural communication, discerning strategies to incorporate sustainability principles into the design of interactive animation, including its conceptualization, production process, and cultural values.

1.3 Theoretical Proposition and Methodology

While researching the influence of digitalization on sustainability to explore the Dharma of development, especially technology of media. Mao Tse-tung (2020, p. 356) argues that development tracks wave or spiral patterns rather than linear trajectories, highlighting the necessity of imbalance for the existence of balance. This research seeks to explore the applications of interactive animation in
different contexts, including exploring interactive animation as an academic instrument for collecting data. Furthermore, exploring how rooted media tech is to create emergent cultural spectacles. The research goal of 'Media-Tech Soil' is the digital sustainability of the media spectacle, which is integral to the sustainable development of media ecology, linking real and virtual ecosystems and preserving memories of past and future civilizations and using media technology and artistic creativity as a significant focus in contemporary digital media design, with interactive animation emerging as new interdisciplinary research. The methodology mainly involves drawing upon media ecology theory, qualitatively conducting content analysis with grounded theory, and performing a comprehensive literature review and case study analysis (Table 1). Mixing quantitative data analysing in research-creation by interactive questionnaire. Nystrom (1974, p. 25) aims to elucidate the goals, forms of communication interactions, questions addressed, and theoretical propositions of media ecology. Media ecology, particularly in art, analyses the relationships between artists, media, and environments using interpretative methods that combine art and technology. Media ecologists, like Innis, McLuhan, and Postman, focus on how media technologies shape social atmospheres, extending beyond the conveyance of information (Ruotsalainen & Heinonen, 2015, p. 3). Postman (2000, p. 11) suggests that 'media ecology' encompasses the dynamics between media and humanity, which influence a culture's identity and balance (Strate, 2004, p. 3). Nystrom (1974, p. 18) proposes that media ecology, as part of general systems theory, examines the relationship between communication systems, technology, and culture. It views communication as a process linking interacting elements that are more than the sum of their parts (Nystrom, 1974, p. 296). Media ecology is relevant to understanding communication and media's origins, present, and future. It asserts that studying media can contribute to understanding and transforming our world, as Wittgenstein noted, the limits of our world are tied to our media (Laskowska & Marcyński, 2019, p. 65).

Table 1: Analysis typology of Sustainability
(Source: Zhao Jie, 2023)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Case/Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecological Sustainability</td>
<td>Conservation and preservation of natural ecosystems.</td>
<td>Awaken public awareness of the footprint of plastics and carbon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sustainability</td>
<td>Promotes social equity, inclusivity, and well-being for all individuals and communities.</td>
<td>Using interactive animation to address social issues and promote empathy and understanding across cultures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Sustainability</td>
<td>Preserves and promotes cultural diversity and heritage.</td>
<td>Incorporating traditional cultural symbols and preserving cultural identity, e.g., Google Arts &amp; Culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Sustainability</td>
<td>Focuses on the responsible use and development of technology.</td>
<td>Exploring sustainable technologies, e.g., open-source hardware like Arduino, in interactive animation production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Sustainability</td>
<td>Crossover disciplines and bridge art and science with creativity.</td>
<td>Interactive animation blends science and art by expressing scientific concepts through sustainable creativity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 LITERATURE REVIEW BASED ON DIGITAL SUSTAINABILITY

2.1 Unveiling Cultural Spectacle in Digital Heritage

McLuhan once said that media is the extension of human beings (1964, p. 181). So digital sustainability can be seen as the continuation of human cultural heritage. Which is intertwined with the concept of 'spectacle', rooted in interactive media that shapes human perception through images and illusions (Buurman, 2005, p. 351; Han, 2017, p. 27). Drawing from various theoretical perspectives, the
society of spectacle is associated with Marxist philosophy and critical theory (Debord, 1970, p. 16; Frayssé, 2019, p. 11; Marx & Engels, 1887, p. 48), as well as with the changes brought by a media-oriented society and technological fetishism (Best & Kellner, 1999, p. 144). Within this context, the transmission of cultural heritage relies not only on technological sustainability but also on the preservation of the natural environment (Bovet et al., 2022, p. 102). Parikka (2012, p. 11) investigated how nineteenth-century media phenomena such as the telegraph, telephone, electricity, and light were associated with a sense of novelty and contributed to social restructuring, specialized expertise, and the integration of high-tech spectacles into daily life, which Parikka's analysis quoted the views of Marvin (1988, p. 3) in "When Old Technologies Were New." The adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals by the United Nations has highlighted the significance of safeguarding and promoting culture, emphasizing its contribution to the SDGs and the implementation of development initiatives (Abdoh, 2022, p. 2; Hosagrahar, 2017, p. 12). In the realm of digital engagement with heritage, scholars and practitioners emphasize the need for further exploration and collaboration to understand the impact of digital tools on heritage experiences (King et al., 2016, p. 76, 96). Moreover, in the era of digitalization, reasonable use of digital content is crucial not only for conservation efforts but also for sustaining national identities within a globalized context (Cirulis et al., 2015, p. 199). In general, the intersection of digital sustainability, cultural heritage, and the society of spectacle necessitates ongoing research and cooperation to harness the potential of the digital world in preserving and engaging with heritage.

2.2 The Influence of Digital Technology on Sustainability

The influence of digital technology on sustainability is a complex topic that involves various pros and cons. On a positive note, the convergence of digital and multimodal cognitive technologies enables new forms of cultural interaction, facilitating the representation of thoughts, emotions, and beliefs (Bruni, 2015, p. 103). However, Bruni (2015, pp. 113, 114) cautions that technological acceleration disrupts cultural change and may lead to unpredictable and unsustainable outcomes without clear normative ideals beyond economic growth. According to Berkhout and Hertin (2004, pp. 905, 906), the environmental effects of information and communication technologies namely ICTs are considered exclusively positive due to the perception of information as separate from material resources, acting as a substitute. ICTs enhance production efficiency and enable dematerialization of various products and services, contributing to a shift towards a service economy with lower resource and energy use. However, these positive impacts must be weighed against direct impacts of electronic devices and potential behavioural changes enabled by ICTs (Berkhout & Hertin, 2004, p. 916). Schneider (2019, p. 428) asserts that highlighting the comprehensive impact of economic, social, and environmental factors aims to encourage both incumbents and startups to consider the broader consequences in shaping their digital strategies. In terms of archiving, prioritizing deliberate data selection over unlimited storage is crucial, even if it challenges digital norms (Bovet et al., 2022, p. 98). However, the establishment of physical storage centres for digital archives requires power supply and cooling systems, presenting environmental challenges (Bovet et al., 2022, p. 101). Bovet et al. (2022, p. 96) critique the ambitious aspiration of preserving everything digitally, suggesting that society's failure to prioritize ecosystem preservation undermines this dream. Sparviero & Ragnedda pointed out blockchain, while offering potential for digital sobriety (Bovet et al., 2022, p. 102). It is important to recognize that while digitalization may mitigate human-induced environmental impacts, it can also generate adverse environmental consequences through advanced technologies and prominent corporations (2021, p. 224).

2.3 Exploring Artistic Creativity for Sustainability

Matrahah (2019, p. 36) suggests that both arts and sciences involve a ritualistic effort to create and communicate. Concerning creating abstractions, the mind must freely wander for enhanced creativity (2019, p. 39). Watkins and Russo (2005, p. 1) propose digital cultural communication for designers to
explore narrative and experience in institutions, meanwhile enabling users to become co-creation. Coles and Pasquier (2015, p. 3) note that digital eco-artists revolutionize aesthetic and environmental engagement. The art experience shifts from contemplative to immersive. So early cave painters and contemporary digital artists develop tools to express their world experiences, paralleling the creative use of new media and digital artefacts (2015, p. 13). Creative intelligence has become a vital aspect of cultural literacy, enabling creation, connection, and inspiration. Artistic expressions and design play a significant role in culture, fostering empowerment. Culture, creativity, and artistic innovation drive development and shape our identity. In a diverse world, intercultural dialogue promotes harmony and cooperation, while technological advancements like globalization, urbanization, and AI influences creativity and sustainable development (d’Orville, 2019, pp. 65, 69, 73). Saleh and Brem (2023, p. 1) argue that creativity is an aspiration for discovering new paths to accelerate sustainability transitions. At the individual and institutional levels, creativity can enhance sustainability initiatives and solutions (2023, p. 9). Creativity on social sustainability, Skivko et al. (2021, p. 1) examine the relationship between digital culture and social habits in the context of sustainability. They argue that social sustainability involves the interplay of social values and institutions, aiming for harmony between people and the environment. Adopting sustainable social habits can enhance well-being and mitigate negative environmental impacts, promoting the aesthetic standard and creating an ideal vision (Skivko et al., 2021, pp. 2–3).

2.4 Opportunity and Challenge in Media Sustainability

In the realm of media sustainability, various scholars have explored different aspects and implications. Coles and Pasquier (2015, p. 13) draw parallels between early cave painters and the creative use of contemporary digital media tools, emphasizing the continuity of expression throughout history. Marvin (1988, p. 14) examines the cultural assumptions surrounding new forms of communication by discussing the invention of five proto-mass media in the twentieth century. Parikka (2012, p. 13) advocates for media archaeology to challenge discourses of new informational capitalism and gain a better understanding of contemporary media ecology. Bruni (2015, p. 115) introduces the concept of technological convergence and traces the historical progression of cognitive technologies. Sparviero and Ragnedda (2021, p. 217) underscore the significance of communication and culture in establishing a sustainable society and explore UNESCO’s definition of digital literacy. Watkins and Russo (2005, p. 1) emphasize the interactive nature of digital technologies and their transformative impact on media literacy. Lovejoy (2004, p. 223) delves into the paradigm shift in visual representation brought about by digital media. Vervoort et al. (2014, p. 14) propose that interactive media designers and artists can contribute to societal engagement with complex social-ecological systems. However, the challenge of media sustainability also presents concerns. Mayers et al. (2015, p. 1) demonstrate by carbon footprint that large file sizes can challenge the notion that digital media distribution is always more environmentally friendly than physical distribution. Drucker (2021, p. 9) raises concerns about media storage failure and sustainability in the digital age. The occurrence of a fire incident in 2021 at an OVHCloud data centre resulted in irreversible data loss for numerous websites, exposing the vulnerability of digital systems (Bovet et al., 2022, p. 98). They discuss the challenges faced by memory institutions in transmitting cultural memories amidst technological obsolescence (2022, p. 96, 98). Moberg (2010, p. 13) expresses concerns about negative social impacts associated with sustainability, while Zayani (2011, pp. 1–2) explores the threat of cultural standardization and the preservation of diversity in a globalized context. Niankara et al. (2020, p. 14) find a negative impact of digital media consumption on adolescents' interests in the biosphere, and Gumpert and Drucker (2005, p. 381) highlight the paradoxical nature of communication technology, where increased connection can lead to insularity and control. From cave paintings to microchips, if we metaphor the 24-hour day as the story of human civilization, our most modern communication machines have all come into use within the last four seconds of our human day. (Schramm, 1988, p. 29) Media interference has been present throughout the history of human communication. Krämer (2015, p. 57) proposed "Communication: No Form without Interference." The concept of 'Idol of the Theatre' (Bacon, 2000, p. 42) has had a profound impact on people's civilized accumulation and cognitive judgment, from reality to virtuality (Le Bon, 1896, p. 56), through theatre, film, television, the Internet, and mobile phone videos.(Strate, 2018, p.
231) Media interference affects human perception subjectively, (Nusselder, 2009, p. 22) no matter through mediate or unmediated effect(VanderWeele, 2015, p. 402). Excessive entertainment programs and dazzling commercial advertisements (Innis, 1951, p. xix; Levisky, 1999, p. 329; Sharp et al., 2019, p. 244) continuously stimulate the optic nerve and disturb people's information memory and value judgment. A phenomenon that needs to be warned in the development of sustainable digital media is that the more options we have in the media, the fewer options we can choose indeed.

3 CASE STUDY IN SUSTAINABLE MEDIA ECOLOGY

3.1 Analysis of Interactive Industry Development

The development of interactive animation in the interactive industry has been influenced by significant milestones and technical iterations. Pioneer of interactive industry, Sutherland (1963, p. 3) introduced Sketchpad, a graphical user interface with a light-pen for directly manipulating objects on the screen. Robertson et al. (1993, pp. 61, 70) conducted user studies to expand on Sutherland's thesis. Baecker (1969, pp. 2, 22) discussed using algorithms, sketches, commands, and real-time actions to create interactive computer-mediated animation with visually appealing results. Interactive animation is closely tied to AI, which began its research in the 1940s, with Turing's 1950 paper serving as a foundation, divided into three periods: early, symbolic, and natural (Millington, 2006, pp. 43–44). Computer games were ahead of their time when it came to interactive graphical interfaces, adopting them since the late 1950s, whereas non-graphical interfaces prevailed until the 1980s (Manovich, 2005, p. 7). Manovich (2005, p. 1) explores the creative energy of Generation Flash, driven using vector graphics due to limited web bandwidth, noting Flash's significant impact on web culture. Unity's tools released in 2009 shaped new gaming genres and standards for interactive animation (Foxman, 2019, p. 13), arriving just as casual gaming gained popularity and Adobe's Flash was the dominant web publishing option (Haas, 2014, p. 8). Interactive animation enables users to interact with virtual environments using smart devices like touchscreens, haptic devices, and motion sensors, interpreting the spirit of the times (Zhao, 2016, pp. 1, 203). Sustainability is a central focus in interaction design, known as Sustainable Interaction Design (SID) (Blevis, 2007, p. 503). Blevis (2007, p. 506) emphasizes integrating environmental concerns and ensuring the sustainability of induced behaviours in design methods, extending beyond environmentalism to encompass the potential effects of interactive computer games on humans. A watershed in the interaction engine industry in 2021, Adobe's discontinuation of Flash marks a significant event in interactive industry, and the new generation of interactive engines represented by Unity has become mainstream technology. Game Developer (website) analyses game engine usage on Steam, revealing Unity's dominance in mobile games and most growing popularity on PC games in engine usage rate till 2021(Doucet et al., 2021). Beside the development of the above interactive software, open-source hardware such as Arduino has also enriched the form of design in interactive industry. which engineers can utilize to custom hardware and software to solve problems across various disciplines. (Severance, 2014, p. 11).

3.2 Basing Digital Game to Promote Humanistic Meditation

The importance of ensuring game-based approaches in sustainable innovation support the transition to a more sustainable society. Serious games as tools for sustainable innovation and discuss the potential of gamification in promoting environmentally friendly behaviour (Antikainen & Bocken, 2019, pp. 376, 387). González.G et al.(2018, p. 46) propose leveraging user personalization and emerging technologies (e.g., big data, wearables, smart technologies) to enhance engagement in game-based programs and physical exercise gamification. Utilizing serious games to promote humanistic meditation, a prototype exhibition in 2012 at NySci collaborated with Design I/O to develop an interactive installation focused on sustainability education for youth. This installation incorporated video games to explore interconnectedness and sustainability concepts across city, farm, and water environments. By emphasizing the significance of water resources, encouraging active participation, and showcasing the impact on farming, city growth, and resource conservation, it fostered a sense of responsibility for a sustainable future. In 2015, Design I/O's Connected Worlds, another immersive
ecosystem at NySci, allowed users to influence the health of different environments and observe the effects of their actions through water diversion and seed planting. By employing advanced technology such as projectors and body-tracking devices, the visually stunning and responsive simulations aimed to educate visitors about sustainability and the interdependence of ecosystems. This unique installation provided children with immediate feedback and the opportunity to engage with nature through technology (National Endowment for the Arts, 2021, p. 89). Antle et al. (2011, p. 195) designed Futura, a collaborative learning game, to engage the public in understanding sustainability issues. The game explores the complex trade-offs and stakeholder views involved in urban planning for a sustainable future. By working together, players aim to support population growth while minimizing environmental impact. Losing the game also promotes learning by highlighting the challenges of sustainable development. Field study findings indicate that this fast-paced, role-based simulation effectively educates the public about sustainability complexities (2011, pp. 194–209). AGCS Works and Plastic Soup Foundation launched a DOOH game at Westfield London, emphasizing the need to reduce ocean plastic waste. The game, a winner in Ocean's 2019 Digital Creative Competition, engages players through interactive gameplay and promotes an app for minimizing plastic consumption. Academia proposed the plastic footprint concept (Boucher et al., 2020, p. 9; Klemeš et al., 2021, p. 1), while the AGCS Works and Plastic Soup Foundation utilized gamification in a DOOH game at Westfield London to raise awareness about reducing ocean plastic waste. The game, titled 'My Little Plastic Footprint', won the Ocean's 2019 Digital Creative Competition and encourages players to minimize plastic consumption through interactive gameplay and an associated app. Operated by the Plastic Soup Foundation and supported by the UN, this application aims to engage the public in pro-environmental behaviours and combat ocean pollution (Ouariachi et al., 2020, p. 7).

3.3 Design Simulations for Sustainable Ecology

The aim of this academic endeavour is to develop simulations using a case analysis approach to explore the applications of key concepts, Data visualization, Digital Twin and AI for good, etc., with the specific goal of promoting sustainable ecology. Professor Teo utilizes 3D maps to visualize population density patterns in six countries, highlighting the uneven distribution of population within countries in 2022. The maps, created using open-source data and programming tools, reveal concentration and dispersion trends. France exhibits a high population concentration in Paris, while Germany has multiple dense cities. Italy experiences population spikes along its coastline, and Chile's population centres are concentrated around its capital. Turkey's urban growth is influenced by mountains and diverse climates, while Canada's major urban centres are found along the St. Lawrence River. The study emphasizes the importance of mapping and studying urban development for sustainable urban planning and understanding political and economic power dynamics (Teo, 2023).

Taylor, in the data visualization project 'Transit in Motion', employed animation and 3D design to animate location data, focusing on the COVID-19 pandemic's impact on public transport and flight traffic. Through GPS-enabled data, various cities' activity levels and patterns were visualized, emphasizing organic beat and mobility patterns using abstract visualizations like pillar-based designs and voxel grids. This work is described as data art, prioritizing creating exhibits or artefacts through data rather than sharing insights. Taylor's video 'Transit in Motion' captures this approach, released in June 2020 (Kirk, 2021, pp. 2–3, 6). Shan He (2020, p. 88) emphasized the significance and difficulties of data visualization, demonstrating its potential in revealing patterns and anomalies in large datasets. She highlighted the iterative nature of creating effective visualizations and introduced Kepler GL as a user-friendly tool for exploring and creating maps. With a focus on accessibility, Shan stressed the need for powerful visualization tools and invited attendees to explore career opportunities at Uber, recognizing her role as the founder of Uber's data visualization team and the creator of kepler.gl software. Allam et al. (2022, p. 3) explores the connections between the '15-Minute City' and 6G, IoT, and Digital Twins technologies. Carlos Moreno introduced the '15-Minute City' in 2016, emphasizing the importance of people-centric urban planning. The case aims to establish a framework for urban efficiency, resilience, and sustainability by analysing the interplay between these technologies and the paradigm of sustainable smart city (2022, p. 3). C. Schneider & Betz (2022, p. 5) highlight the cultural link between digitalization and sustainability through the example of the 'AI for Good' conferences.
organized by the UN with involvement from the Xprize Foundation. The collaboration between these actors reflects dominant visions of sustainability and disruptive.

### 3.4 Preserving Cultural Heritage through Digital Sustainability

Statham (2019, pp. 2–10) conducts a heuristic evaluation of the commonly used online platforms, namely Google Arts & Culture, CyArk, 3DHOP, Sketchfab, and game engines, to assess their alignment with ICOMOS and UNESCO guidelines on heritage management and their capacity to provide scientific context to 3D visualizations of cultural heritage. The author highlights game engines as a favourable option due to their flexibility, especially for large projects with sufficient funding, as they offer long-term sustainability and lower maintenance costs compared to online platforms. Abdurrahman (2018, p. 3) contends that globalization and appropriation drive the transformation of exclusive elements and knowledge from specific social groups into novel cultural entities, regardless of their original time and space. Scopigno et al. (2017, p. 1) acknowledge the maturity of digital technologies in producing high-quality digital replicas of cultural heritage assets but emphasize the need to effectively deliver and disseminate these data and related knowledge to society. They observe that web-publishing solutions for 3D data are becoming a de facto standard for various applications. Furthermore, Statham (2019, p. 6) describes Google Arts & Culture as a platform allowing museums and cultural institutions to share collections and projects through traditional webpage formats, albeit lacking interactive 3D support. In addition, Google Arts & Culture Lab introduces 'Viola the Bird', an interactive cultural game that combines music and technology to facilitate musical exploration and creativity. The transformative potential of generative AI is also noted, particularly in the video game industry, where startups utilize AI to create lifelike non-player characters (NPCs) and immersive experiences. GAEA technology from Parametrix.ai, enables the development of autonomous NPCs with diverse personalities and realistic behaviours, enhancing player engagement and offering opportunities for a personalized content generation 'Living Chang'an City' for preserving cultural heritage through digital preservation. These advancements have garnered significant interest within the gaming community, showcasing the potential for preserving cultural heritage through digital means.

### 3.5 Fostering Cultural Spectacle by Virtual Art Exhibition

According to Amir et al. (2022, p. 7), the virtual realm has become an integral aspect of contemporary reality, with increasing acknowledgement of its practicality. Motaianu.M and Motaianu.C (2021, pp. 488–489) demonstrate the efficacy of the Artivive, an AR application, which utilizes recognition-based technology, in enabling the visualization of augmented reality art. This tool allows artists to seamlessly combine traditional and digital art, providing a novel artistic dimension and unlocking a world of creative possibilities. By incorporating a digital layer, artists can offer visitors an enhanced emotional experience, taking them on a journey through time, explaining the artwork's background, and conveying narratives. Two notable exhibitions, 'Sustainable Singapore' and 'Visualizing Bias with Augmented Reality', showcased the diverse visions and interpretations of artists, designers, and the public, emphasizing the transformative impact of technology on our perception of reality. Wagner and Kabalska (2023, p. 1652) demonstrate how the development of digital twins (DTs) in the fashion industry alters value chains and addresses sustainability needs. They examine creating sustainable value through physical and virtual processes via DTs. Ahn et al. (2023, p. 1) analyse the impact of user interaction on the user experience (UX) in virtual reality (VR) fashion shows, exploring interaction elements and the production process, e.g., Global Talents Digital combines real and digital collections globally, beyond traditional fashion seasons, contributing to the vibrant fashion scene. Fostering cultural spectacle through virtual art exhibitions involves the utilization of machine intelligence, algorithms, and vast data sets. Refik Anadol, an new media artist and designer, considers data as a pigment and employs algorithms as brushes to render intricate artworks. By employing machine learning algorithms, Anadol transforms extensive image collections and data into dynamic visualizations and sculptures, thereby making hidden connections and dynamic processes visible. Through his projects, Anadol explores the interplay between humans and machines, utilizing data as a medium for imagination that transcends traditional artistic boundaries, fostering new connections and
meanings. Ultimately, his work highlights the potential of artificial intelligence to either foster communities or incite destruction, prompting contemplation on the complex relationship between humans, technology, and artistic expression (National Endowment for the Arts, 2021, pp. 23, 87). Virtual art exhibitions with the integration of technology in art and fashion have the capacity to foster cultural spectacles, offering new possibilities for artistic expression, sustainable value creation, and immersive experiences that blend art, technology, and human perception.

4 RESEARCH CREATION BY INTERACTIVE ANIMATION

4.1 Contemporary Narrative from Traditional Cultural Symbols

According to Rebentisch (2015, p. 223), contemporary art is often seen as neutral and reflective of the present moment, distancing itself from the anti-conformist and progressive nature of modern art. Contemporary art is viewed as an ongoing and self-transforming modernity (Rebentisch, 2015, p. 237). This study explores the creative and cultural implications of contemporary interactive animation in the era of Internet Plus, focusing on media spectacle, crossover integration, and artistic creation as a means of cultural meditation. The aim is to bridge the language of art and science, investigating the role of cultural interpretation in artistic development. Traditional animation is rooted in film art (Crafton, 2011, p. 105), while interactive animation uses computer technology to represent and express fantasies and illusions, enabling interactions between humans and machine (Seifert, 2008, p. 10; Zhao, 2016, p. 15). It allows users to interact with virtual environments using smart devices. Interactive animation can facilitate engagement with cultural heritage and traditional arts and culture (Liang et al., 2016, p. 7). Major media spectacles encapsulate the significant concerns of the era, attracting the interest of contemporary audiences (Kellner, 2003, p. 28). Li (2020, pp. vii–viii) explores a new interactive aesthetic of data visualization that combines traditional Chinese aesthetics with gesture-based gaming technology, transforming the human body's relationship with technology. Understanding the artistic expression of interactive animation reveals its potential for creating immersive experiences and connecting traditional aesthetics and modern digital technology (Chow & Harrell, 2012, p. 50; Li, 2020, p. 48). Semiotics is applied to analyse the symbol system and meaning in interactive animation art. Traditional Cultural Symbols, e.g., Son Goku in Dragon Ball Manga, which rebuilt from a popular myth 'Journey to the west', is believed to be a collection of texts from diverse cultural civilizations scattered across the earth, involving elements and knowledge from various spaces and past times (Abdurrahman, 2018, p. 3). In 2016, the pre-research of the project tried to carry out the interactive animation art creation 'Journey to the Modern' (http://www.balancerstudio.cc). The research aims to understand the theoretical and cultural significance of interactive animation art language through analysis, case studies, and artistic creation, fostering diversification and meaningful interaction. The goal is to create engaging and entertaining experiences for viewers while exploring digital sustainability of media spectacle and fostering cultural mediation between different cultures (Lelièvre, 2018, p. 2).

4.2 Integrating Scientific Concepts into Creative Design

The artistic theory and creative practice of interactive animation is the historic mission of the creators of experimental media by integrating scientific concepts into creative sustainability. Scientific and humanistic knowledge in the two cultures (Snow & Collini, 2012, p. 60), which reflect the research direction of Artistic and Creative Technology. The goal of this research is to explore the potential of media-tech to create cultural integration through creative crossover. According to Guilford (1950, p. 444), Lai (2011, p. 76), and Sternberg & Lubart (1999, p. 3), creativity is a characteristic capacity of creative individuals, influenced by motivational and temperamental traits. In a broader sense, as discussed by Candy & Edmonds (2002, p. 141), Coler (1968, p. 256), Fischer & Vassen (2011, pp. 205, 214), and Mumford (2012, p. 11), creativity manifests through invention within teams or societies. While individual creativity has been traditionally emphasized, creative and innovative work often occurs in group settings, where interactive features can either promote or inhibit creativity and innovation. This interactive animation research integrates scientific and technological innovation with the humanities and arts, exploring the concept of 'The Quantum Art Gallery' from a media ecology
perspective to design an interactive questionnaire (Figure 1). Quantum art combines art and science, interpreting phenomena through quantum physics concepts. The practice aims to visualize interactions, randomness, interference, superposition, and emergence, constructing a new paradigm for cultural and artistic creation. By utilizing online interactive animation, it collects first-hand data for analysis while investigating the constraints and facilitations posed by media technology. The research adopts an interpretive paradigm, emphasizing subjective understanding of individuals' cultural and social context, experiences, motivations, and artistic processes in 3D interactive animation art. Boden (2005, pp. 1-2) discusses how interactive artworks can incorporate unpredictability and the repeated denial of expectations. Creativity, viewed as both fascinating and mysterious, poses a challenge for scientific understanding due to its inherently unpredictable nature (Boden, 2004, pp. 13, 233, 254).

Figure 1 Interactive Questionnaire 'The Quantum Art Gallery'
(Source: Zhao Jie, 2023, Copyright Consent: Permissible to Publish)

4.3 Interactive Instrument for Collecting Academic Data

Interactive animation is explored as an academic instrument for data collection. Aesthetic interaction holds intrinsic and instrumental value, offering a rewarding and dynamic form different from traditional design (Hallnas, 2011, p. 4). Hallnas suggests connecting interaction to design aesthetics as a foundation, rather than behavioural and social science (2011, p. 73). Interactive design focuses on the expressiveness of use, while aesthetics encompasses both the expressiveness of design and usage (2011, p. 74). Users assign values to interactive possibilities to reduce design uncertainty, aided by interaction aesthetics (Xenakis & Arnellos, 2013, p. 14). The research proposal utilizes Unity 3D online interactive animations as the primary instrument for data collection, requiring the development of interactive elements and various technologies. Testing processes such as topology evaluation, 3D rendering quality assessment, playability testing, and accessibility testing will be conducted. The research design will be supplemented by quantitative analysis using MySQL for data collection. The research process of 'The Quantum Art Gallery' involves conducting relevant research, identifying challenges, gathering data and feedback, and analysing questionnaires. The testing process includes topology evaluation, 3D rendering quality assessment, playability testing, functionality testing, compatibility testing, and accessibility testing. The research aims to explore the potential applications of interactive animation in the digital age, promote cultural integration, and investigate the use of mediat-tech for cultural mediation and emergent cultural spectacles. The preliminary conclusion suggests that people are more inclined to choose interaction scenarios characterized by uncertainty, interference, and randomness based on the data analysis of A/B testing. In this testing of the interactive questionnaire
with a small sample of 30 people in the early stage of the study (Figure 2), the length of stay and the number of choices showed a positive correlation distribution.

![Flot Area Chart of A/B Testing in Interactive Questionnaire](source)

**Figure 2** Flot Area Chart of A/B Testing in Interactive Questionnaire
(Source: Zhao Jie, 2023, Copyright Consent: Permissible to Publish)

### 5 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

#### 5.1 Achieving Ecological Sustainability in the Digital Beings

This research investigates the interplay between interactive animation, sustainable development, and digital cultural communication within the digital sustainable ecology. By utilizing media ecology theory and employing methodologies such as content analysis, literature review, and case study analysis, the study explores how interactive animation effectively expresses scientific concepts through artistic language, fostering cultural reflection and humanistic communication in the digital environment. It also highlights the importance of creative arts in addressing challenges and opportunities related to sustainable technology advancement. Through the exploration of interactive animation's potential for sustainability, the research enhances participants' understanding and engagement in the realms of art and science. It emphasizes the significance of integrating scientific concepts into creative design and recognizes interactive animation as a valuable academic research tool that expands our understanding of ecological sustainability and promotes the role of creative arts in advancing sustainable technology. Heidegger (2007, p. 113) argues that a mere interpretation of fetishism and magic based on signs is insufficient to understand the "Being-ready-to-hand" inherent in entities encountered in the primitive world. Negroponte (1995, p. 78) suggests that interaction is implicit in all forms of multimedia in digital beings. By utilizing interactive questionnaires, this research enables the collection of more objective behavioural data on subconsciously biased choices, providing accurate and objective insights into the artistic language of interactive animation while gathering valuable survey data for a comprehensive exploration of ecological sustainability in the digital realm.

#### 5.2 Recommendations for Future Research

Future research should explore interactive art, especially interactive animation, to strengthen the study of the protection, inheritance, and dissemination of sustainable development in culture. This can be achieved by involving viewers in sustainable development research and cultural communication through interactive animation, enabling the conveyance of artistic value and effective feedback. Such endeavours hold significant importance for the sustainable communication of the culture and the future development of media ecology. Additionally, researchers should continue to investigate the intersection of creative arts and digital sustainable ecology, focusing on interactive animation. This interdisciplinary research can contribute to understanding the role of media in shaping our world and explore new avenues for media design that integrate media technology, artistic creativity, and interactive aesthetics. Subsequent research and achievements will continue in my doctoral research proposal 'Media Spectacle & Crossover Integration: Artistic Creation and Cultural Meditation in Contemporary Interactive Animation'. Moreover, future research should explore how cultural studies and interactive aesthetics can stimulate artistic thinking in multimedia design, examine the emotional and affective aspects of interactive design, analyse the aesthetic positions in different definitions of games, and investigate how
interaction systems facilitate creative activity. Furthermore, research efforts should investigate how interactive animation can facilitate engagement with cultural heritage and foster an appreciation of traditional arts and culture among younger generations. Finally, future studies should explore the relationship between interaction aesthetics, aesthetic experience, and human activities and conditions of life, and further develop frameworks that integrate communication, embodied interactive aesthetic perception, traditional aesthetics, and classical philosophy to enhance understanding of data visualization.
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